Abstract-Moving target detection is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Most target detection methods only detect the rough area of the target. However, there are also many applications (e.g., advanced video surveillance system, hybrid video camera system, etc.) need to detect the accurate target area for analyzing the movement or behavior. These applications always product noisy video frames and will lead to high false rates using previous method. In this paper, a two-step accurate moving target detection method is proposed. This method obtains a rough target area using a color background subtraction method with a feedback to background estimation, followed by a modified SUSAN method to estimate the accurate target edge. The modified SUSAN method uses the grads magnitudes to achieve an adaptive threshold and the gray barycenter criterion for denoising. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed method is effective for accurate moving target detection in different noise level video frames compare to several competitive methods proposed in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Moving targets detection is a fundamental problem in many computer vision applications, such as intelligent video surveillance systems [1] , modern driver assistance systems [2] and hybrid motion deblurring systems [3] . Most video surveillance applications only detect the rough area of moving targets. In some advanced video surveillance systems, rough area estimation cannot suffice the requirement of activity analysis of moving targets [4] . Accurate targets need to be estimated for analyzing the activity of targets. In hybrid motion deblurring systems, accurate moving targets detection is one of the most important steps of objects motion deblurring.
Moving target detection is one of the most challenging issues in computer vision. Most frequently used target detection methods are Temporal Difference method. Average/Median Filtering, W4 method, Gaussian Mixture Model and feature based detection [5] . Like these methods, in this paper, we only consider case of stationary camera working in surveillance systems. Many methods based on background subtraction have been proposed to detect moving targets in video surveillance system. Temporal Difference method use difference between neighbor frames or between Manuscript received May 10, 2012; revised June 12, 2012 . This work was supported partially by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 61170159, Grant 60902093.
The authors are with National University of Defense Technology, College of Information System and Management, ChangSha, Hunan, China (e-mail: zhangjun1975@nudt.edu.cn, xskgfkd@163.com). current frame and several frames before current frame [6] . Gaussian Mixture Model is used to estimate the complicated background such as outdoor background with trees [7] . But this kind of background estimation method has a high temporal complexity. Optical flow estimates the motion vector of each pixel from one image to another. However, optical flow is not an exact reflection of motion field but an explanation of illumination change. Therefore, it is not rigorous to perform the segmentation with the optical flow information only [8] . Most previous methods for moving targets detection only attempted to find rough area of targets. Noise and holes appeared in the results. For advance applications, the accurate area of moving targets must be found out. Haag Michael combined edge element and optical flow for 3D-Model-Based Vehicle Tracking in Traffic Image Sequences [9] . Due to the limitation of optical flow, in this paper we combine the background estimation and edge detection method to estimate the accurate area of the moving targets. Assuming the target area has a clear edge between the background and target. Edge detection method estimates the edge of objects in the frame which contains moving targets. For fast moving targets, the exposure time of camera must be very short to freeze the target in image. A high gain has to be set to get a normal exposure image. This will make the image much noisy. Derivative based detectors such as Canny [10] and Sobel have to estimate the partial derivative which is very sensitive to the noisy images. In the case of high gain images, derivative based detectors could not detect the edge effectively. Non derivative based detectors, SUSAN detector [11] use the gray-scale features of images to detect the edge of target. SUSAN principle has a prominent advantage that it is not sensitive to local noise, and especially it has a very good inhibitory effect for Gaussian noise [12] . Aiming at detecting the accurate moving target in noisy video frames, we propose a two-step detection method. In the first step, we use the color background subtraction method and morphology method to detect the rough area of target. In the second step, a modified SUSAN method is proposed to detect the accurate edge of target in the rough area. In the case of noisy video frames, some pixels are recognized as background, holes appear in the estimation results. Holes need to be filled to get the whole target area. After filling the holes, we get the accurate area of moving target. The background area is returned to background estimation as a feedback to update the background. The framework of the proposed method in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 .
II. ROUGH TARGET AREA DETECTION BASED ON BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
As most direct method used for moving target detection, background subtraction uses the difference between the background frame and current frame to detect the target area. Target area needs to meet the following formula:
where It(x,y) is the current frame and Ib(x,y) is the background frame. Ta is a threshold defined in advance. Background frame estimation is a key point in the background subtraction. If the background is not estimated accurately, the result of background subtraction will contain an overlapped target area (figure 2-e) or separate target area (figure 2-f). These situations cause high level process can't work by rule and line. We assume that the first frame does not contain a target; the initialization of the background estimation can be initialized as the first frame. At the end of accurate target detection, we use the background area as a feedback to update the background estimation as shown in Fig. 1 . To get the real background and denoise the background, we propose a feedback background estimation framework which returns the background area at the end of accurate target detection and updates the background frame using the following formula: With  is a feedback coefficient which determines the updating speed of background frame.
( , ) M x y is a binary mask which comes from the accurate target detection result.
Most background subtraction converts the true color image RGB to the gray scale intensity image by forming a weighted sum of the R, G, and B components, for example, 0.29* 0.58* 0.13
A uniform threshold is set to get the target area in gray scale image. In the process of RGB to gray scale conversion, the energy in each component is not distributed equally. The difference in certain component may be attenuated such as B component in formula (4) . To avoid this situation, we use three thresholds for each component to detect the target area respectively. The threshold for each component is computed by finding the first inflexion of energy distribution graph. We apply the threshold to formula (1) to get background subtraction results in each component shown in Fig. 4 -a to figure 4-c. We use a binary OR operator to combine the three target areas in each component shown in figure 4-e. The result covers more area than the result of using gray scale image. Isolated points in the result are possible noise so we use open operator to remove the isolated points from the background subtraction result. Holes in the result are filled using fill operator. After that, close operator are used to make the target area overlay the whole target. Results are shown in Fig. 4-f to Fig. 4-h. 
III. ACCURATE TARGET DETECTION BASED ON ENHANCED SUSAN EDGE DETECTOR
SUSAN stands for "Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus" which is a non-derivative based detector due to S.M. Smith [11] . The idea behind SUSAN detector is to use a pixel's similarity to its neighbors gray values as the classification criteria. SUSAN detector uses a quasi-circular template which moves in the image. The gray value of each image pixel within the template is compared International Journal of Computer and Electrical Engineering, Vol. 4, No. 4, August 2012 with the center pixel gray value. 
With t is a threshold measuring the gray similarity between center pixel and other pixels around. If 0 ( , ) 1 c r r  , we consider the point pixel and nuclear pixel (center pixel) with the same (or similar) gray, so the region by the composition of the pixel value which meet above conditions is known as Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus, USAN, shown as Fig. 5 .
At each pixel, the weight of USAN is defined as:
A "smoother" version of formula (5) is defined as the following formula to make it more dependable and more effective [11] . 
The edge strength at each pixel defined as:
With g a geometric threshold which is set to 3 max 4 n (proof of optimality of this threshold can be found in [11] ). max n is the max value of the USAN weight, 36 for a 37 pixels quasi-circular template for example.
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Experiments show that the grads magnitude has a value no more than 5 p in smooth area. We use an average value of grads magnitudes which have a value greater than p at the rough area of target detected in section II. 
B. Gray Barycenter Criterion for Denoising in [15]
For most noise points, the gray barycenter of USAN is the center of temple. The edge points have a gray barycenter not at the center of temple. This criterion is used to eliminate the false edge points caused by noises in the result of SUSAN edge detection.
C. Fill Holes Using a FOHBC Algorithm in [13]
The edge detection detects the accurate edge of the target, smooth area without edge in the target area bring holes. We fill these holes using a FOHBC (Filling Object Holes Based on CBIBP) algorithm which is a fast hole-filling method proposed in [13] . CBIBP is a clustering method of binary image based on path. Results are shown in Fig. 8 .
After filling holes in accurate target edge, we complete the accurate target detection. The target is sent to next level process and the background is feedback to background estimation for next frame detection.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We use a PointGrey® Bumblebee2 camera which has a resolution 640*480@48fps to capture a car and a train toy with different gains control. The two-step accurate target detection framework is implemented in Matlab 2010.
Background, foreground, rough target area detection results are shown in Fig. 6 . The rough target area contains shadow and effects of the reflected light.
background foreground Rough area Rough target Fig. 6 . Rough target area detection results.
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We compare our method with canny edge method, Sobel edge method as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 8 shows the results of filling holes by FOHBC algorithm. Fig. 9 shows the target detection method working in different gain cases. Our methods can detect the target accurately in video frames up to 15db gain. Aiming at accurate target detection mission, we propose a two-step accurate target detection framework which contains a rough target detection step using background subtraction and an accurate target detection step using an enhanced SUSAN edge detection method. After the accurate target detection, background in current frame is feedback to background estimation. Experiments show that this method can detect accurate target area in different noise level video frames robustly. The two-step method proposed in this paper can be used in the applications which need to detect the accurate moving target.
